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Back in 2012 the business was in the process of reviewing the contract terms for all LGV 
vehicles, our transport manager asked if during this process of designing our vehicles were 
there any safety features we could incorporate for the protection of the vehicle, our 
employees and third parties including members of the public. 
 

Following a detailed review of the accidents and incidents from the past 5 years it was clear 
that despite how meticulous vehicles were loaded there was still occasionally a need to 
access the body of the vehicle and as a result we had consistently hurt between 2-4 people 
a year from this very hazard either slips and trips on the vehicle or falls from it. 
 

We categorised the vehicles into 2 distinct classifications up to 7.5 ton and 7.5 to 18 ton 
vehicles, we also had some vehicles with a mounted crane. 
 

The company has taken a phased approach with 13 vehicles brought in to the company in 
2013 first they were up to 7.5 tons of which 2 of them would be Cross-Rail compliant these 
had amongst other things a warning system called Sidescan which gives an audible sound 
on the nearside if a cyclist is detected and it alerts them to the fact the vehicle is turning left 
(once the indicator is positioned to indicate this) (see picture 5 overleaf) 
 

The transport manager and the group SHEQ manager met to discuss the most feasible 
concept for the design with 2 main drivers’ identified as key features which were robustness 
& inter-changeability of the system. Following several meetings we devised a product which 
would have the up-stands (posts) made of square metal box section which would be located 
in sockets fabricated into the body of the vehicle, to complete the arrangement we decided 
on a web sling and ratchet system. 
 

The web system would hook onto the post at the headboard and run the length of the 
vehicle and fix into slits in each post to prevent deflection, it would then be tensioned via 
the ratchet which also included a tension indicator which is set to ensure the system is 
tensioned correctly to prevent under or over-tightening. There are 2 levels of side straps set 
to comply with the Work at Height Regulations & to ensure no gap is greater than 470mm 
and each strap has yellow and black squares in strategic places to act as a visual warning. 
 

At the rear of the vehicle has a pull down ladder (safely stowed when not required) which is 
set between 2 metal posts with grips to ensure 3 points of contact whilst ascending / 
descending the vehicle, through meticulous planning and trials the whole rail system i.e. 
posts & slings can be installed from the ground before access onto the bed of the vehicle is 
required and everything when not required is stored away in a purpose built receptacle. 
 

To ensure this new innovation is fully complied with we have devised, trained and issued 
the following: 
 

• Full PowerPoint presentation including question paper to ensure full understanding 
• Comprehensive suite of safe systems of work i.e. risk assessments 
• Checklists and reports for all the material  

 

To summarise the edge warning system is a last resort and the safe systems of work 
indicate this, at this point following 6 months of implementation we have not incurred any 
accidents or incidents as a result of slips, trips and falls on these vehicles! 
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There is planned a full review in April 2014 to determine any continuous improvements 
which can be made to this system & prior to order the next batch of vehicles up to 18 tons. 
 

This whole process has demonstrated a great culture of company interdepartmental 
involvement including the supply chain, and ultimately the safety or everyone. 
 
 
Below are some images of the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition you will see the last picture with all the vehicles lined up awaiting delivery to our 
depots, on the evening this picture was taken a local scaffold company lorry was driven into 
the centre for a some work on it upon seeing these vehicles & following a discussion an 
order with the manufacturer for a same vehicle we were asked if we would authorise the 
use of our edge warning system which we did without hesitation if it helps safeguard 
people, hopefully people reading this may too see a benefit and review their vehicles. 


